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Cravings: Hungry for More

A Cookbook

Catagory: Cooking

Title Description

Cravings: Hungry for More takes us further into Chrissy’s kitchen . . . and life.
It’s a life of pancakes that remind you of blueberry pie, eating onion dip with
your glam squad, banana bread that breaks the internet, and a little
something called Pad Thai Carbonara. After two years of parenthood, falling
in love with different flavors, and relearning the healing power of comfort
food, this book is like Chrissy’s new edible diary: recipes for quick-as-a-snap
meals; recipes for lighter, brighter, healthier-ish living; and recipes that, wel...

About Author

For years, she’s been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her favorite
recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to John’s famous fried
chicken with spicy honey butter to her mom’s Thai classics.
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Nixon and Kissinger

Partners in Power

AMAZON BEST SELLER!

Catagory: Comparative Politics,General,History

Title Description

With the publication of his magisterial biography of John F. Kennedy, An
Unfinished Life, Robert Dallek cemented his reputation as one of the greatest
historians of our time. Now, in this epic joint biography, he offers a
provocative, groundbreaking portrait of a pair of outsize leaders whose
unlikely partnership dominated the world stage and changed the course of
history. More than thirty years after working side-by-side in the White House,
Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger remain two of the most compelling,
contradictory, and powerful men in ...

About Author

Tapping into a wealth of recently declassified archives, Robert Dallek
uncovers fascinating details about Nixon and Kissinger's tumultuous
personal relationship and the extent to which they struggled to outdo each
other in the reach for achievements in foreign affairs.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY: Starred Review. Bestselling author Dallek (An
Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy) delivers what will quickly become
recognized as a classic of modern history: the definitive analysis of Richard
Nixon and Henry Kissinger's complex, often troubled partnership in running
American foreign policy from January 1969 through August 1974. Dallek has
had unprecedented access to major new resources, including transcriptions
(20,000 pages) of Kissinger's telephone conversations as secretary of state,
unreleased audio files of key Nixon tel...
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